
Emancipated Learning 11: Emancipated Vocational Campus Integrates Vocational Higher
Education with the Working World

Jakarta, May 25, 2021 --- Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology
(Mendikbudristek) Nadiem Anwar Makarim launched the 11th episode of Emancipated Learning
"Emancipated Vocational Campus" on Tuesday (25/5) virtually in Jakarta. The two main focuses
of the Emancipated Vocational Campus are the Vocational Campus Competitive Fund
(Vocational Competitive Fund) and the Vocational Campus Matching Fund (Vocational Matching
Fund).

The vision of the Emancipated Vocational Campus, according to Nadiem, is integrating
vocational higher education with the working world to produce more competent, productive, and
competitive graduates. So the integration of vocational universities with the working world is
carried out through a link and match 8+i that is not just a memorandum of understanding.

"Our vision for vocational education is very modest, namely for ensuring the integration between
vocational higher education and the working world is getting closer. We want our children to
work directly from the learning they experience in vocational colleges. Our goal is clearer so that
they can find jobs in various industries as quickly as possible and with decent wages," said the
Minister of Education and Culture at the launch event.

The first focus of the Emancipated Vocational Campus is offering competitive funds for the Fast
Track Vocational High School-Diploma 2 (D2) program opening. The basis of this program is
the collaboration between vocational schools and colleges with the working world to improve the
qualifications of skilled and superior human resources in a shorter time. "It saves study period,
saves cost too. So, it is this efficiency that we want to emphasize," said Nadiem.

The requirements in the Fast Track Vocational High School-D2 programs are to own a
partnership and a prepared curriculum with Vocational High School - Vocational Higher
Education - The Working World. Then the improvement of a Recognition of Prior Learning
(RPL) for Vocational High School graduates and compiled an instrument for proposing the Fast
Track Vocational High School-D2. "To ensure that the Vocational High School curriculum is
indeed good, the vocational college will ensure that they are involved from the start to develop
and help upgrade the curriculum in their Vocational High School. So this RPL will be successful,
and these children get higher prospects to get a good job when they graduate from a vocational
college. They can get a diploma (D2), not only get the competency certification from their
vocational school, " explained the Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology.

The Vocational Campus Competitive Funds can also be used for the program to upgrade the
Diploma 3 (D3) study program to an Applied Bachelor (D4). This program seeks to increase the
level of the program to a higher level so that the qualifications and soft skills or character of
students who are ready to work have more in line with the needs of the working world. "We add
to the criteria where the existing 3rd diploma program collaborates with at least three partners in
the world of work for curriculum development, teaching/experts, internships/practicum. So, we
add partners as a condition or requirement to receive competitive funding assistance from the
government," said Nadiem.



Other provisions, the upgraded D3 study program has a minimum accreditation of B/excellent,
has prepared an instrument for proposing the improvement of the D3 study program to an
applied undergraduate, and has obtained a permit to administer an Applied Bachelor (D4) from
the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology.

Meanwhile, the Vocational Campus Matching Fund can be used for three things, namely 1) the
Development of the Centre for Excellence in Technology (PUT); 2) the Downstreaming of
applied research products; and 3) Vocational campus startups built with the working world.

The development of the Centre for Excellence in Technology (PUT) is the embodiment of a
research and development center for the working world, including strengthening the curriculum
in vocational higher education. The funding system applied for the Centre for Excellence in
Technology development is 3 to 1 funding in cash or in-kind. "The Center for Technology
Excellence will help solve problems in the working world, such as developing technological
innovation and products and services in the working world," explained Nadiem.

Furthermore, the downstream of applied research products purposing to make more and more
applied research products in vocational higher education that help overcome specific problems
faced by society or the working world or which can be commercialized. The funding system for
downstream of the applied research products by one-to-one on cash and/or in-kind.

Meanwhile, the established vocational campus start-up with the working world aims to develop
science and technology-based businesses and entrepreneurship in Vocational Higher Education to
encourage the formation of start-up companies as science and technology-based businesses and
entrepreneurs. The funding scheme of the developing vocational campus start-up is one-to-one
on cash and/or in-kind basis. "We want to encourage the spirit of entrepreneurship in vocational
campuses," said Nadiem.

At the end of his presentation, the Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology
called on vocational campuses to quickly search for vocational high schools and the working
world to become partners. "Immediately submit a proposal for forming the Fast Track Vocational
High School-D2 program and increasing D3 to an Applied Bachelor (D4) via the link
ppptv-ptn.kemdikbud.go.id. Submit your applied research ideas at tokoreka.id/diction and find
partners in the working world there," he urged.

"Meanwhile, for the partners in the working world, I invite you to participate in these vocational
campus programs to get solutions for developing technological innovations, products, and
services that you need! To find partners and program information, please access
warungreka.id/diction," Nadiem ordered.

Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs, Airlangga Hartarto, welcomed the integration of
vocational education with the working world thru the launch of the Emancipated Vocational
Campus. He believes this can encourage the creation of superior human resources that will
stimulate the progress of the Indonesian economy. "We all know that education and training have
proven to be strong instruments to encourage economic transformation in various countries,
including Indonesia," he said virtually.



Deputy Chairman of Commission X of the House of Representatives of the Republic of
Indonesia, Agustina Wilujeng Prameswari, welcomed the Competitive Fund and Matching Fund
scheme offered by the Emancipated Vocational Campus.

According to her, this will accelerate the transformation of industry-standard vocational higher
education. "With the Emancipated Vocational Campus, certainly the quality of our children's
education is maintained, and the campus is beneficial to the community," she said.
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